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Location
Overview

Enter the building from underground via a 25-metre conveyor 
belt and let yourself be taken on a visual and musical journey 
into the heart of the water tower. The building ś uniqueness is 
emphasised by the MEMORY art project, traces of which can 
be found throughout the entire hotel.

The nearby trade fair and congress centre, the trendy Schanzen 
neighbourhood, the city ś elegant shopping mile, as well as 
parks and places of interest, which are all found close to the 
hotel, are easily reached within minutes by underground and 
suburban railway, as well as by bus.



sleep
individually different 

A unique room category. Adjustable beds and customised 
rooms adopt the latest innovations in technology to help 
you personalise your environment, creating the optimal 
conditions for a deep sleep. The hero of our “Sleep individually 
different” rooms is the world’s first spring-system bed with 
adjustable firmness to suit your personal comfort preferences. 
The firmness of the mattress is easily adjusted using a hand 
control without compromising the overall comfort of the bed.

Little extras to transport you into the arms of Hypnos

The rooms offer several complimentary amenities such as 
sleeping masks, ear plugs, lavender pads and black-out stickers 
that cover lights on electronic devices. Guests can also tuck 
into free slumber-inducing  goodies such as herbal teas and 
Mövenpick chocolate.

movenpick.com/sleep



Rooms
Amenities

All the rooms are equipped with airconditioning, plasma screen 
television with entertainment system and alarm call, direct dial 
telephone with voice mail, wireless high-speed internet access, 
hair dryer, minibar and room safe. All rooms in the upper floors 
give you an opportunity to enjoy an unforgettable view of the 
green and beautiful city of Hamburg.

A breath-taking view from the pinnacle is provided by the two 
tower suites, which are both 70 sqm on two floors, and are 
found in the dome of the water tower at a height of 60 metres.



Dining
Entertainment

Start with our tangy, fresh buffet breakfast, which will help you 
start your day full of verve and, when the weather is fine, you 
can also enjoy it on the terrace. Our kitchen chef will enchant 
you throughout the day with a variety of sumptuous delicacies 
– let yourself be taken on a tour of culinary highlights. Our 
famous Swiss hospitality will turn your visit to the Mövenpick 
Restaurant into an unforgettable experience.

In the CAVE bar, relax in the popular lounge ambiance. The 
perfect combination of historical domed ceilings and lifestyle 
features bestows a unique character and atmosphere on the 
Cave. Taste our bartender̀ s unusual cocktail creations or relax 
over a glass of wine.



Sport
Leisure

Following a strenuous shopping expedition or a hectic day, 
unwind in our wellness area, an oasis of repose. Two saunas 
with a correspondingly harmonious relaxation room, a wellness 
shower with tingling effect and the most up-to-date exercise 
machines banish any exhaustion and leave you ready to face 
the next day.

Hamburg boasts many different historical places of interest 
such as St. Michael`s church, known as Michel, the magnificent 
town hall and the lively and animated old warehouse district.

Hamburg is famous for its musicals and the “Reeperbahn”, of 
course. At the countless small and large theatres and concert 
halls in the city, top-class theatre companies as well as the 
Hamburg Opera enjoy international success and recognition. 
The extensive parks and green spaces, the Alster and Elbe river 
as well as the impressive port offers an ideal contrast to the 
pulsating city life. From the Mövenpick Hotel Hamburg you 
can reach all these places on foot.



Liskamm  22  6  3.5  2.95  –  –  8  –  –  0  –  x  – M
Monte Rosa  45  6  5.8  2.95  –  –  12  –  12  0  10  x x M
Pollux  32  6  5.3  2.95  –  –  8  –  –  0  –  x – M
Eiger  25  7.2  3.5  2.95  –  –  10  –  –  0  –  x x M
Matterhorn  25  7.2  3.5  2.95  –  –  10  –  –  0  –  x  x  M
Tessin  222  28.8  8.2  3.1  60  120  64  180  144  200  108  x  x  C
Tessin 1  111  14.4  8.2  3.1  35  54  32  80  64  100  48  x  x  C
Tessin 2  111  14.4  8.2  3.1  35  54  32  80  64  100  48  x x C
St. Gallen  34  7.5  7.2  2.75  10  10  10  12  8  16  6  x x C
Appenzell  47  7.5  8.8  2.75  15  20  12  25  16  30  18  x x C
St. Gallen + Appenzell  81  7.5  15.0  2.75  24  30  24  35  35  40  24  x x C
Wallis  47  7.5  8.8  2.75  15  20  12  25  16  30  18  x x C
Zürich  48  7.5  8.8  2.75  15  20  12  25  16  30  18  x x C
Wallis + Zürich  95  7.5  17.0  2.75  30  40  30  50  40  50  30  x x C
Uri  30  7.5  5.5  2.75  10  10  10  10  8  10  6  x x C
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Conferences
Banquets

We are your specialist partner for arranging conferences, 
business events or private celebrations.

The 13 conference rooms (12 of which have natural daylight) 
are fitted with the most up-to-date event equipment, are 
fully airconditioned and offer every convenience to guests 
over an area of 570 sqm. Each conference room provides 
connections for laptops and projectors, data projectors and 
wireless LAN access.

The largest room, Tessin, with 222 sqm, is located in a modern 
glass construction and, with its clear view of the park, provides 
plenty of room for the flow of creative ideas. The idyllic terrace 
is the perfect spot for a cocktail reception or a constructive 
business meeting. The rooms in the historical domed tower 
are in an elegant design.



Mövenpick Hotel Hamburg 
Sternschanze 6 | 20357 Hamburg | Germany 
Phone +49 40 33 44 11 0 | Fax +49 40 33 44 11 3333 
 
hotel.hamburg@movenpick.com  
movenpick.com/hamburg 

Worldwide
Toll free numbers

Africa and Middle East
All countries in Africa and 
Middle East  English, Arabic +20 22 41822822

Bahrain English, Arabic 80001 991
Egypt English, Arabic 0800 44 11111
Jordan English, Arabic 0800 222 02
Kuwait English, Arabic 2 225 32281

Qatar English, Arabic 800 2001
Saudi Arabia English, Arabic 800 124 29 29
United Arab Emirates English, Arabic 800 4934
Asia and Pacific Region
Australia             English                     1800 177 619
China (north)  Mandarin, Cantonese  10 800 265 2592 
China (south) Mandarin, Cantonese  10 800 650 0619
Hong Kong          Mandarin, Cantonese      800 9679 36
Japan                 Japanese       0120 914 356
Korea Korean 0079 8651 7535
Singapore           English, Mandarin                1800 232 5800 
Thailand English 001 800 11 002 8043
Europe
Austria  German 00 800 899 999
Belgium  English 0800 18739
France  French 0800 908717
Germany  German 00 800 899 999
Ireland  English 1800 554138
Italy  Italian 800 876169
Spain  Spanish 900 994194
Switzerland  German, Italian, French 00 800 899 999 
The Netherlands  English 0800 0221135
United Kingdom  English 800 898317
North America
USA and Canada  English 1800 34 46 83 5

1 local call charges apply, 2 not toll-free

Reservation
Contact
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Classification 
Four-star Superior

Parking 
28 external parking spaces and one underground car park  
with 40 spaces.

Credit cards 
Visa, Diners, Eurocard/Mastercard, American Express.

 
 

 

Information
some facts

movenpick.com

Mövenpick Hotel Hamburg 
Sternschanze 6 | 20357 Hamburg | Germany


